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PERFECT CONCRETE PARKING LOT
DESIGN

Aggregate Base 

Thickness appropriate for support of slab taking into consideration on site soil 
types. We recommend a minimum 6”  thickness for most applications. Consider 
use of recycled aggregate to reduce costs.

DESIGN
Subdrainage- Underdrains

In addition to facilitating drainage below slab it greatly assists site drainage during 
construction.

At a minimum all catch basins or drainage structures should have finger drains 
installed on all four sides this greatly reduces downtime after rain event during 
construction as well as long term benefits of drainage of stone base should water 
infiltrate underneath slab.

DESIGN
Reinforcement

Wire mesh and rebar are often improperly installed by because contractors fail to use chairs 
and slab bolsters. Steel reinforcement adds to overall cost of construction and increases risk 
of jobsite injuries not only during the installation of steel but also while placing concrete. 
Many injuries occur by simply tripping over steel while installing concrete. Furthermore, steel 
increases duration of construction and if installed properly almost always requires use of a 
pump truck further increasing placement costs.

Great strides have been made in development of alternative reinforcement methods 
including the use of fibers. We have great success utilizing macro fibers and use frequently 
in a variety of applications including many extremely heavy-duty applications. The use of 
fiber mesh ensures placement of reinforcement properly in slab as designed, greatly 
reduces construction costs, and eliminates one of the biggest safety hazards in our industry.
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DESIGN
Pavement Grades

For constructability purposes and to facilitate drainage provide and minimum slope of a 
minimum of 2% except for in handicap spaces and ADA path of travel area. Less than 2% 
slope leaves an opportunity for birdbaths and puddles caused by surface imperfections 
during installation. 

Clearly define all ADA and path of travel areas on plans providing elevations and 
establishing slopes that meet requirements. Leave room for finishing/forming imperfections 
by always designing .5% less than required slope. 

DESIGN
Curbs

If curbs are desired or required consider designing concrete parking lots with integral curbs. 
This will help reduce construction costs.

CONSTRUCTION
Excavation

Excavate to required subgrade depth ensuring a uniform subgrade and compact subsoil.
Engage a third-party inspection agency to evaluate proof roll and determine if sub grade is 
suitable for installation of stone. Always have owner on site to witness proof roll and hear 
remediation recommendations from soils engineer.

Provide a proposal for sub grade remediation and have owner approve prior to starting any 
remediation.

Concrete is not designed to “bridge” unsuitable soils and the life expectancy of a parking 
lot is greatly determined on the integrity of the sub soils and stone base. Many of the parking 
lots we replace have failed as a result of originally being installed on unsuitable soils.
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CONSTRUCTION
Forming

While setting forms double check elevations are adequate to provide enough slope to 
facilitate proper drainage. Pay particular attention to ADA parking areas ensuring 
compliance with requirements. If elevations in ADA parking stalls and path of travel areas 
are not provided or clearly defined on plans ask designer for clarification.

Provide plenty of grade hubs for screeding spaced as required for placement crew so there 
is no guessing on elevation during concrete installation. 

Utilize dowel sleeves when possible at construction joints. It allows for proper alignment of 
dowels but most importantly the form can be stripped while installing concrete and keep 
pour going same day.

CONSTRUCTION
Forming

While setting forms double check elevations are adequate to provide enough slope to 
facilitate proper drainage. Pay particular attention to ADA parking areas ensuring 
compliance with requirements. If elevations in ADA parking stalls and path of travel areas 
are not provided or clearly defined on plans ask designer for clarification.

Provide grade hubs for screeding spaced as required for placement crew so there is no 
guessing on elevation during concrete installation. When straight edging concrete by hand 
or using vibrating screed, we prefer a grid of rebar grade hubs spaced in a grid maximum 
16 feet apart so screed guides can be established. When utilizing a 3D laser screed for 
installation of concrete the elevation is established using a total station system and we install 
the same grid of rebar hubs so the elevations can be loaded into the computer prior to 
installation. Once the data is entered into the system, we remove the grade hubs. 
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CONSTRUCTION
Forming

Utilize tie bar / smooth dowel sleeves when possible at construction joints. It allows for 
proper alignment but most importantly the forms may be stripped and dowels at 
construction joints installed while concrete is still green. No drilling required so green 
concrete will not be damaged.

Set up forms in a manner that allows for placement and finishing of slab. For brooming and 
finishing purposes. We utilize a rope broom for finishing wide areas and prefer not to exceed 
width greater than 60 feet.

CONSTRUCTION
Placing

Communication with ready mix supplier beforehand is a key factor for a successful 
installation. Know the quantity of concrete you will place that day and your production rate. 
Communicate this information with the ready-mix producer well beforehand so they will 
have the trucking resources available to accommodate on the day of pour. Waiting on 
trucks not only increases labor costs but also puts the contractor at risk of having cold joints 
in the parking lot. Having too many trucks on site at the same time will result in unusable 
“hot” loads. Timing and knowing your production rates are key. Identify and communicate 
directions to project and staging area at jobsite and communicate information with ready 
mix supplier beforehand so they can provide clear instructions to drivers.

CONSTRUCTION
Placing

Provide an adequate washout area or container that is easily accessible for trucks, should 
be able to washout a minimum of 2 trucks at a time. If utilizing a pump truck ensure the 
washout area or bin can accommodate the cleaning of the hopper. The more efficient the 
washout area is the quicker the trucks can get back on the road and on the way to the 
plant for another load.

Sequence the installation of pour to allow for a continuous installation and in a manner that 
allows the contractor to effectively place and finish concrete.  Again, we recommend a 
max width of 60 feet.

Utilize superplasticizer to achieve workable slumps in lieu of adding additional water. 
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CONSTRUCTION
Placing

Plan manpower for worst case scenario. Short handing labor during a concrete parking lot 
installation is a recipe for disaster and often leads to a substandard end product.

Cure concrete as fast as possible behind brooming operation and ensure adequate 
coverage.

For saw cutting control joints we prefer an early entry saw as soon as the parking lot can be 
walked on.

Wait to stripe lot as long as possible to allow concrete to cure and moisture to dissipate from 
slab. Striping lot too fast behind placement will result in flaking and peeling of paint. 

WHY CHOOSE CONCRETE

Smaller parking lots with curb can be installed less expensively than curbed asphalt parking 
lots by utilizing integral curbs. Concrete parking lots with integral curbs save time and 
require less grading and be completed in one mobilization. Cost of equipment utilized for 
installing concrete is considerably less expensive than asphalt paving equipment.

WHY CHOOSE CONCRETE

Virtually maintenance free. Asphalt parking lots require maintenance including crack filling, 
sealcoating and restriping. Greater durability and lifespan. Concrete parking lots last a 
minimum of thirty years if installed properly. 
Longer season for installation can be installed in lower temperatures than asphalt.
More environmentally friendly. Greater reflectivity decreases cooling costs for buildings 
concrete parking lots require less lighting.


